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Top design picks from Kitchen and Bath Industry
Show
By Johanne Poulin

Described as the place to see the latest designs and
products from over 600 leading brands, the Kitchen and
Bath Industry Show is North America's largest trade
show dedicated to all aspects of kitchen and bath design.
It's a must for designers who want to offer their clients
the latest in kitchen and bath design, and a great way to
get behind the scenes with some of our favorite vendors.

While it's always a challenge to narrow down to a few
favorites, here are our top picks for this year: 

Smart efficiency. We've seen a huge increase in
`touchless' and `connected' products in the home, and
that trend is continuing. Many of us already have `smart'
thermostats and home monitoring devices, but a growing
number of kitchen appliances and bathroom fixtures are
also starting to get smarter. We're seeing app-enabled
ovens, refrigerators, washers, bathtubs trashcans and
even kitchen scales, doing everything from simply
turning remotely to monitoring and re-ordering your
groceries. Smart sensor integration in faucets, showers,
lighting and showers offer not just convenience, but also
California building code compliant energy and water
efficiency, ease of use for anyone with limited mobility. 

Bold colors and patterns. Our love affair with the crisp
white kitchen shows no signs of fading, but the white subway tile is giving way to a resurgence of bold
patterned tile in showers, floors and backsplashes. There were stunning options on display - everything from
handcrafted glass and ceramic in bold colors and textures and traditional large scale patterns that draw the
eye, to intricate mosaics in every shape, material and combination.

It wasn't just the tile that was bringing out the color - cabinet manufacturers are offering some bold color
options that work wonderfully in California kitchens and bathrooms. Navy and gray featured in many
displays, often in combination with white or wood, their more dramatic tones drawing the eye and providing
a warmth and drama to every space.

Johanne Poulin is a former OB/Gyn who has grown Project Guru Design from its early days offering interior
decor and staging services to an award winning full service design firm offering detailed 3D renders and
walk through technology. She combines a lifetime's passion for creative work with the precision and
attention to detail developed from over 20 years in medicine. She strives to understand the client's unique
style and present them with personalized design 'prescription', helping them to achieve thoughtful, livable
and functional spaces that will serve them for years to come.

Reach the reporter at: info@lamorindaweekly.com
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